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Recognition of the Special Library and Its Needs
By CAROLINE W. LUTZ
Librarian of Research Laboratories, General Motors Corporation

T

0 RIEET the particular needs of various concerns, small collections which
have been recognized as essential to their activities have grown up ancl assumed such importance that they have become known as special libralies.
A few books, kept for ready reference a t the employees' desks, the trade journals
subscribed to by the esecutives ancl engineers, and reports and docun~entswhich
they have found indispensable in their work constitute the nuclei of such collections.
In order to make this chance literature accessible t o a larger number of employees,
and to eliminate the purchase of duplicate material, i t is eventually assembled in one
place, and an employee who has marked ability in the keeping of records, or someone
who is well-acquainted with the personnel, who is well liked, ancl whose judgment in
affairs relating to the firm and the policies of the firm is respected, is put in charge.
This is not a bad beginning. If, in addition to these qualities, library training or
experience were included, we should avoid difficulties later on, when the collection
has outgrown the bounds of his simplified practices. However, if the librarian is
successful in inspiring the library idea in his clientele, the most important step toward the permanency of the library has been made. The seed has been sown and the
plant has taken root in the minds of the patrons, and, as these men progress in their
professions and transfer their activities to other industries, their former esperiencc
with the library leads them t o expect the services which a special librarian can render.
It should be the aim of every business librarian to make the library and his services
an integral part of the organization. In addresses presented a t the twenty-fifth
annual conference of the Special Libraries Association,* two business men placed
particular emphasis upon this fact. Industry, and especially industrial research,
presents a large field for library development. Competition has become so keen, and
the demand for new products so great, that, without reliable sources of information
readily available, the executive and engineer would find it difficult to keep up wit11
the rapid progress which is being made in the various fields of activity. Industry is
gradually filling its ranks with men of formal training and high degrees, men who are
trained to use books. T h e library is a tool in their hands and thus becomes a vital
part of the equipment of the laboratory.
Research in industry devotes itself to observation, investigation, and esperimentation, carried o u t for the improvement in quality of a product, arid for the
'Cameron, W. H.. "Why a wcll malntaincd l~brnry16 esscn~ialLo the progrees of nssocmtion nctivllles" (SPECIALLtBPARIES21:

204-5, Nov-Dec. 1933).

PIa.lster. R. M.."The executive's idea of an ideal buaincss librarian" (SPec1.u Llnaanrus 24: 201-3. h'ov-Dcl-. 19.33)
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developmentof nevir products. Besides a knowledge of the general principles underlying his project, t h e technical man must have a store of pertinent facts. His chief
interest in knowledge is not simply in knowing, but in the practical application of
that knowledge.T h e result is something definite and concrete. Automobiles, radios,
silks, talking pictures - how many of the thousand and one conveniences and necessities knolvn to the public have had their origin in the laboratory? And where is the
laboratory that can function efficiently without recourse to books'
The type and number of questions submitted soon familiarize ,the librarian with
the IVorkthat is being done in the laboratory, and with the personality of the worker.
One of the first things a research engineer does when he is assigned a new problem is
to ascertain what the literature contains on the subject and to determine how far
previous research in that field has advanced. The librarian should save the time of
the worker, and the dollars and cents of his firm, by having a t hand reports of investigations whlch eliminate unnecessary duplication of effort, involving, perhaps,
the purchase of additional machinery and equipment. All the literature pertinent to
a particular job should be called to the attention of the engineer and, if not in the
library, it should be purchased in the original or in photostatic copies. The librarian
should establish contact with various sources, so that the material can be obtained
upon short notice.
The librarian should preserve a continuity and availability of literature in her
special field. Subscriptions to and circulation of periodicals should be maintained.
Current literature is especially fruitful in suggestions for new lines of esperimentatiori
and instrumentation, and the zealous worker is quick to take advantage of them.
Time is a most important factor to the clientele of a research library. The user is not
interested in where o r how printed matter can be obtained, but when, his question
being - how soon can I gel il? To the executive or engineer in conference, five or ten
minutes lost in search of an article may result in the indefinite postponement of the
subject in question.
To meet these demands, the special librarian, disregarding additional expense,
should take advantage of all means of rapid communication and rapid transportation.
Business should be transacted, information should be given and received asefficiently
by long distance telephone or by telegraph as over the desk. By persistent effort, the
librarian should follow up an inquiry and stick to it tenaciously until he has seen its
conclusion.
In the laboratory, as the work upon the various projects proceeds, the engineer
records the results of his investigations in the form of reports. These reports are a
valuable source of information, and if the library serves a large corporation, the
librarian may acquaint the engineers entitled to confidential information with the
work that is being done in the laboratory, either by the circulation of reports, or by
suggesting an interview. Thus the individual can profit by the studies and investigations that have been carried out by others in his own organization. In every large
corporation, the chances for duplication are considerable if some such method is not
in use. The special library is a medium for the exchange and dissemination of information which has not yet reached the printed page.
The special librarian is a part of a creative organization. I t is his privilege to follow
the development of a project in the laboratory and to experience keen delight in the
successful commercialization of the resulting product. T o build up a collection that
will satisfy the necds of the clientele, to collect, classify, catalog and distribute in-
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formation, to perform services enthusiastically and speedily, arid to promote and
encourage further use of the library requires untiring and persistent effort. A decade
ago, the library was looked upon as an innovation, a fad, and a luxury. It was highly
criticized and ridiculed. In times of internal or external stress, the library was t h e
first to suffer retrenchment, or complete extermination.
The utility of the special library in the developnlent of a large number of concerns
is makmg the way easier for the growth of new libraries. Specialization has increased,
and readily available information is a prime requisite in any field of endeavor. T h e
special library has won for itself a definite place in the business world. The continuation of its growth depcnds upon the librarian. T h e business man has givcn us an
idea of what he expects of his librarian. These expectations would no doubt be different for every field of activity, some requiring more extensive training on the part
of their librarian than others. However, since librarianship is our forte, it might be
well to pause and consider the prerequisites which have been outlined.
The special librarian, using this term in the original sense, is in a position t o understand and appreciate the desired requirements. They must, of necessity, differ somewhat from those made by public and university libraries. Since this is the case, i t
behooves the profession to develop a type of individual who, in addition to library
training, has had some business training or experience, and who can readily adapt
himself to a new point of view and to new surroundings. The special library has become an established institution, and it should not now lose its identity in the "information bureau," nor should the librarian succumb t o the "news secretary."

A Library Devoted to Pure Science
By MARGUERITE CHAMBERLAIN

Eastman L ~ b r a r y ,a Branch of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Library

0UR

clientele consists largely of research
workers, men who are primarily thinking
about things rather than doing them. Miss Morley * has described them m well as persons
"whose work necessitates the exploratory approach of the student, needing to survey his
subject and the literature of it in order tod~scover
associated and related information . . to watch
for clues." Others that have access to the library
a t all times are staff members and graduate
students. So keen is their interest in their work
that the library is in use 365 days in the year, and
occasionally more than twenty hours in a day.
For these reasons the Eastman librarian's first
duty rs to see that all material is not only ready
and at hand, but that our regular patrons are
trained to find it for then~selves,a s they often
search for it at m~dnightor on week-ends and
holidays when no assistance is available.
Card lists must bc kept of the staff members,
their specla1 interests, their publications With
the collections of Harvard University, Boston
Public Library and the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences so near at hand, most of our
book needs are quickly satisfied. Inter-library
loans are frequent, but are handled by the reference librarian at the Central Library. While our
services seem t o be appreciated, of course the clivision of material always produces some irritating
moments of indec~sionas to the location of the
particular title a man needs. On the other I~aud,
users of the former departmental and small
laboratory collections find us too general. One
member of the n~athcrnaticsdepartnlenL voiced
the mock querulous complaint, "Too many
people use this library. Forty years ago it was as
good as a private library. I could order the books
I wanted and be sure to find them always on the
shelves." Another man who had at least one
library book on his desk for eleven years may well
complain now that wc request the return of all
material not in active use. It may be, too, that our
present restrictions, in order to satisfy the frequently urgent reference need, rather work
agamst the thorough leisurely reading of periochcal literature.
*Linda Morley. Adaptlon o f rx~lldesandmcthoda Lo medal libraries of d~ffrrenttypes. S~ECIAL
Lrn~~rtrUS,
23.297, 1932.

.
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The Eastman I.il,rary is str~cllylmited to a
working reference collection in the fundamental
sciences, Material on engirieermg or applied
science is definitely excluded as in the province of
the Central Library o r some other branch, but in
our o\rn line there has been free duplication of
mater~alalready in other lib~aries.
In rnatherriatlcs \\e took over and are keep~ng
up a library which makes some attempt at completeness in journals and books which may be of
interest t o the sta!.
Since most chemists use
mainly journals i n their research work, we have
I~oughtno chemistry books except the strictly
necessary reference sets, but have long complete
sets of periodicals. I n both mathematics and
chemistry, journals of the early 19th century are
still in frequent use, while in physics, 1925
niaterial is often out of date, so many of our sets
of physics periodicals cover ten years or less Of
course thcse short sets are usually supplementary
t o co~npletesets in the Central Library. We have
a small basic collection of physics books, adding
only those current publications for which there is
real and immediate demand.
What are the advantages of a special science
library in a technical institution? Our small,
carefully selected collect~on in conveniently
located open stacks attracts prompt and frequent
reference use where a walk to and search through
the larger library m ~ g h be
t indefinitely postponed.
As the purely scientific books and journals were
almosL lost in the huge collection of the general
library, so were the needs of the science workers
sonietimes lost in the more vociferous wants of
the more numerous engineers and technolog~sts.
Books are now made readily available to cover
both Lhe separate and the common needs of the
three departrncnts, without dupliution with the
special librarian giving attention to both individual and group needs. I t is now possible for our
men t o keep track of articles in their own and
allied fields by one or two visits a week to the
east ma^^ current periodical table. In fact, Eastman Library furnishes the logical meeting place
for men whose interests are common or interlocking.
I t was in 1931 that the Institute Library Commlttee adopted the policy of establishing branch
lil~mries covcr~ng related groups of subjects,
rather than 011 strictly departmental lines.
Eastman Library offered the first opportunity for
gutting this policy into practice, and was planned
t o serve the three departments. Now after more
than a year's experience it seems impossible to
tl~scoverwhere any divis~oncould properly have
been made, hard t o visualize the handicapped
work if one of these sciences had h e n omitted.
T h e chemistry department includes a strong re-
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search laboratory of phys~calchemistry; the nork
in phys~cstends mcreasingly to the mathematical
side. Fortunately the mathematics department
\\as s~tuatedclose by, and its library \\as transferred to Eastman; snlall reference collections
from three separate chemistry laboratories were
also transferred; the rap~dlyexpand~ngphys~cs
department had not had time to develop a
separate library Though we nould not for worlcls
excite envy, truth compels us to report the
luxury of having some 8,000 volunies in stacks
\\ ith 35,000 capacity. Only those I\ ho have
crowded the last poss~bleinch of shelvinq under
the last poss~blestaircase in a building can appreciate our feeling of spaciousness
We have been consulted by some 600 ~ndividuals in the past four months, approximately 25
percent starf members, 30 percent graduate
students, 15 percent seniors, the remainder lower
class men and persons from outside the I ~ ~ s l i t u t e ,
as our facilities are freely open to anyone ho can
use them. Since seniors and many graduate
students have regularly scheduled classes, we
have many of the problems of the college library,
including that of reserved books. Our reading
room serves as a regular study and headquarters
bet%een classes for many students. Besides our
physics, chemistry and mathematics workers,
many regular patrons are attracted from the
departments of chemical engineering, electrical
engineering, and aeronautics.
Here I an1 reminded that the need of special
libraries in connection with research could not be
more vividly expressed than in Dr. Raney's
description of the Chicago University Libraries:
"Hunters break up into small units and scatter,
carrying their rations with them, and the longest
travelers are apt to travel lightest. But meridians
meet, and the farther men go the nearer they get
together. Which means several things. The first is
that those seeking a truth need their materials
about them, and, if the place of search be a
science laboratory, their books should be near the
rest of their apparatus. I t is folly to consider a
chemical labratory without the constantly employed chemical publications, both periodical and
monogmphic, on ~ t shelves.
s
But a balancing consideration is that boundaries are disappearing, for
truth is a rover. Where will the secret of life be
surprised? There is a physical chemist anti a
physiological chemist, and if such a chemist needs
physics and physiology, where will literature and
history not have to gather? Such niultifarious
needs have a like authority up011 us. A third conslderation is that the amount of material with
which one must have the intinlacy of clothing is
small, especially for a genius." *
*M.L. Raney. The Univerdty L~branea.1933, p.

27.
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The Cornell Experiment
By HENRY

H. KING

Cornell University Llbrary

R

EADERS of S P ~ C I A
LIUI<ARIE~
L
doubtless
know of the new vocation of Research
L~brarianrecently concewed of by Dr. I-Iarlow
Sliaplcp, Director of the Harvard College Obseruatory. 4 s one of the proving grounds in which
this idea has been put into tentative operation
through the bounty of the Carnegie Corporation,
the Cornell University Libra~yis conducting the
particular Cornell experiment u i ~ hwhich we are
liere concerned
In many respects it is not an experiment a t all.
The work of the Research Librarian IS as old as
research itself, \vliich in view of t h e universal
penchant of man t o wonder and to seek must be
old indeed - though students of library sc~ence
would tloubtless insist that scientific research is of
much more recent origin than thc questionings of
Aristotle and of the vast band of seekcrs after
truth who preceded hm. Nor is there any novelty
in the employment by writers or scholars of research assistants. Individuals and organizations
have for a long time utilized the services of socalled research secretaries or research directors.
The element that is new and of special significance
is the installation in thelibrary itself of a librarian
exclusively a t the disposal of readers undertaking
research with a view to publication. I n the university library, to which the experiment is a t present
limited, the Research Librarian's services are
restricted to faculty members making preparation
for the publication of scholarly works in the field
of the humanities. At Cornell, ill fact, he functions
under the unassuming but quite accurately descriptive title of Faculty Research Assistant.
Possibly the only defect in that title is its failure
t o indicate that what is involved is library rather
than laboratoly or field research. Upor1 reflection
I believe the readers of this brief report will find
the pculiar genius of the research librarianship to
lie in the fact that it was conceived of by Professor Shnpley as a library function a t all, rather
than as an adjunct, for example, of the graduate
school of a university. In itself, a n d even more
notably in its potential development, the idea
denotes a most signifi~mtextension of the library's field of service. For, as Mr. Arnold K. Borden remarks (in The Library Journal, February 1,
1933), "the great usefulness of reference librarians and readers' advisers
is common
knowledge," but provision for "those academic
research problems which may require a week, a

...

month, or more to consummate" is the challenge
of this new departure.
Though it is immediately obvious that the
more extensive the general information of the man
attempting such a task the better, yet it is both
fuiile and unnecessary that he lay claim t o
authoritative knonledge of the many subjects
that will claim his efforts. Faculty members seeking aid submit clearly defined and careiully
forniulatcd problems which have a tendency to
yield t o methods more or less common to all
research. Much morc essential, therefore, than
previous knowledge of the subject-matter involved are a broad and general experience in
library research and a reading knouledge of the
most important European languages and of Latin
and Greek. Thus armed, the Research Librarian,
though daily hun~blcdby tlie length and breadth
and depth of his own ignorance, will enjoy the
morc keenly the widely assorted new aspects of
truth his labors will reveal to him.
IVhen plans WIT laid, in the summer and
autumn of 1932 for the launching of this ekperirnent in the I.ibmry of Cornell Un~vcrsity,the
perils of a too greatly diversified undertaking led
the committee which was collaborating with
the Carnegie Corporation and Professor Shapley
in the inaugumtion of the new type of work to
restrict the efforts of the research librarian to
the fields of history and tlie social sciences. In
actuaI practice, however, now of some fifteen
months' duration, the tendency has been to
broaden somewhat the scope of his endeavors.
The variety of the work is one of its chief
charms. Projects that have been undertaken in
the Cornell Library have ranged all the way from
an attempt t o list all the manuscript works of the
Venerable Bede recorded in all the catalogs and
lists of manuscript collections in the Libmry to n
cursory examination of the speeches and state
papers of Charles I, n task completed in five days.
As to the former elTort, it began with the beginning of the writer's official relation to the Librar).
and will, he is assured, scarcely terminate before
the end of it, whenever that may be. But it will
have provided for the projected study of Bedc a
bibliography of his nmnuscript works unique in
its extent. I t will have supplied a h a list of
manuscript catalogs and catalog fragments in
the University Libnry far beyond the scope of
a library card catalog to reveal. It will have
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furnished likcaise a list of the principal catalogs of Latin manuscripts wanting in the
~ i b ~to the
~ unfinished
~ ~ . residue of the list
of Rede manuscripts, the material already assenlbled will point the way infallibly to the
continllationof an almost self-perpetuating task.
Rhetoric, biography, economics, history, and
government are the subjects that have served t o
lighten whatever tedium there might otherwise
have been in the somewhat gigantic background
project so bountifully supplied by the Venerable
Bede.
From this brief description of the labors of one
research librarian, it will be seen that besides t h e
variety of the subject-matter dealt with, ranging
from manuscript bibliography t o the study of
all manner of old records for the unearthing of
obscure biographical details, the projects undertaken lend themselves to distinct classifications:
the intensive study of a brief ~ e r i o dof time for
the determination of a single isolated fact and
bibliographical searches embracing centuries of
time and the continent of Europe plus the British
Isles, in terms of space, studies that serve primarily only the particular project with which
they are connected and others which as a byproduct furnish the L ~ b r a r ywith aids available
to subsequent researches within a wide range of
subjects.
Possibly the principal questions that present
themselves to the minds of readers a t this point
are ahether this new office is readily adaptable to
the regular mechanism of library administration
and, secondly, what manner of reception the
faculty n~enlbers themselves, the intended
beneficiaries of the scheme, accord to this new
type of library service.
Theanswer to the first question, on the basis of
the Cornell experiment, is most emphatically in
the affirmative. It is possibly pertinent to point
out that this new species of librarian is somewhat
of an anomaly in library economics. Every other
member of the stafl is constantly employcd in
contributing to the actual administration of t h e
libmry, directing, purchasing, accessioning, classifying, cataloging, regulating the circulation, or
guiding readers to works germane t o their particular needs. He alone "was not," a s the 19321933 report of the Librarian of Cornell University
comments, "to he concerned in any way with
the ordinary routine \vork of the Library." A
place for him in the scheme of things and an
eficient n d i r s operandi were provided immediately, however, and he is eager t o seize this
o ~ ~ o r t u r l i to
t y pay warm tribute to the marked
kindness and ready cobperation of his colleagues.
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T h e adoption of the research I~bmrianshipidea
by the faculty members has taken placeat Cornell
as quite natural development. There was, to be
sure, a certain amount of conservatism t o be
overconie a t the outset, Why should a ripe scholar,
who has built up a wide and sohd reputation on
the basis of research every step of which he has
covered painfully but with unerring accuracy by
his own unaided efforts (at what cost of time and
labor!), turn now to the aid of an outsider' There
is more than mere conservatism to account for his
position. Without
trial how can he, in
any case, know to what extent he can trust the
thoroughness and reliability of an assistant'
Fortunately, there were from the very bcginning men willing to make such a venture of faith.
Steadily the program developed until in variety
and extent it presented a veritable embarras de
nclresses. The first two assignments involved
research in common manuscript sources, a fact
which made it possible to deal with them in a
unified procedure. Then a brief search for
biographical data on sixteenth-century French
poets under classical influence, and a survey of
the Proceedings of the St. Petersburg Academy
and the scholarly publications of the University
of St. Petersburg - as the place was still called
in the days when its university issued publications of interest from the standpoint of that study
-varied the program in a most welcome manner.
Collection of biographical material on some
sixty-four seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
English writers on economic subjects, research
in the Annals of Congress for data bearing upon
the early constitutional history of the United
States, and a study of early Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society to compile and
classify titles of works relating to the production
of wealth are among the subjects subsequently
undertaken.
What, then, is the conclusion of the whole
matter? Since, t o quote Mr. Borden once more,
"the only criteria of the success of his efforts will
be the sincere testimonials of the scholars in
whose behalf he has been working," and since
the great majority of the tasks he has undertaken
are of considerable magnitude and therefore not
yet finished, it is neither becoming nor possible
for the Faculty Research Assistant of Cornell
University t o draw a more definite conclusion a s
to the experiment he embodies than that the
record of nine comniissions thus far received from
six professors representing four ditTerent university departments would seem to demonstrate the
genuine demand for the type of work for which
he stands and its permanent usefulness
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The Pulse Grows Stronger
By REBECCA B. RANKIN
Chairman, S. L.

I

A Employment Cornmlttee

N THE past six months since business and industry have taken a turn for the better, special libraries are feeling the pulse grow stronger
The impetus for establishment of special libraries
in technical fields seems to be among the first t o
develop. The motor industry has seized anew the
desire for technical libraries, and these are in
connection with laboratories. Chemlcal companies are re-creating their special ltbraries or adding
new blood to them by employing trained libranans. A manufacturing firm felt so keenly the
need of a library for ~ t research
s
stat7 and executives that in recent months it has establ~sheda
technical library in connection with ~ t research
s
department.
In this connection, my suggestion to our unemployed members would be first, that new
openings will not necessarily be in old well-established libraries but rather in organizations that
have never had a library department nor a
trained librarian; and secondly, that those new
openings may he made by librarians themselves
if they are able to snatch a t opportunities t o
interpret the value of organized inforrnat~on
This means imagination on our part, and a
knowledge of the various fields of research.
The inevitable partner of the technical laboratory is the technical library. The library probably
forms the first line of offense in any attack on a
technical research, and it, no doubt, culminates
the research - or is the last line. For instance,
the researcher first exhausts all knowledge on a
given item which he is to investigate; he uses the
techt~icallibrary In a search for printed inforniation on the desired subject. He can not d o that
unless a librarian has collected for the researcher's
use a dependable, authoritative, and exhaustive
collection of books, pamphlets, magazines, studies, and reports on the given subjects; o r is
acquainted with all b~bliographical sources to
thie printed literature. Secondly, the technic~an
then makes his laboratory experiments and
finally brings these to a result which is satisfactory to hin~seliand his employers and which may
form an important step in a development of the
entire industry. Thirdly, the results of these experinlents are recorded, perhaps in dozens or
hundreds of records which in turn reach the
techn~callibrary and become a part of its collection. The.* laboratory papers are fully indexed
and made accessible for the future use of that

technical staff o r for the industry by means of
the knowledge of a special librarian
The technical 1hritr-v performs another important function for the laboratory. While consumed by his intentness on one research, the
laboratory technician docs not dare lose track
of the outside industrial world which may go him
one bcttcr if he is not alert. The special librarian
in his firm keeps him mformed of all happenings,
new methods of chemistry, developments in his
product, expansion of the trade, nenly derived
uses of certain commodities, and data on \chat
cornpetltors may be doing. The trade and technical and business magalines and the newspapers
and recent books and soc~etyproceedmgs are
scanned regularly by the librarian with Lliesc
points in view, and all cholce bits are culled out
for the laboratory men, and indexed or dlgested
for them.
It would be a poor policy for a corporation t o
hire a chemist or a technical researcher and expect him t o pursue his investigations uithout the
aid of a well-equippd laboratory. It would be a n
equally short-sighted policy for that corporation
to expect k s t results from those research workers
and engineers, handicapped by the lack of a
workshop to assenlble the published and unpublished facts of industrial and business experience.
The technical library is equally important with
the technical laboratory.
One needs only to be reminded of such wellknown conlpanies as American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, Eastman Koclak Company,
Du Pont de Nemours, and Ge~leralElectric Company. The valueof the company libraryin all technical fields has been generally recogn~zed,and a
reference to t h e special libraries established in
technical concerns confirnm this. I n 1928no lcssan
authority than E d ~ a r dA. Filelie stated that "it
was estimated that American business is spending
more than $200,000,000 a year on research $70,000,000tlwough the governmenL and $130,000,000 through commercial firms; ill adtlitioll
to these large corporahons, induslrial research is
carried on by more th'tn fifty associations of
professional men and manufacturing concerns."
\Vhat may this signify t o our profession7 And
may not the growth of technical research in 1934
and future years be more spectacular than in the
decade from 1920-1929) Are we special librarians
prepared for our opportunities?
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PRESIDENT'S PAGE

T ""

rnp~tlprogrcss already s h o ~ nby this
new Scicnce-Technology Group of ours is, I
bcl~eve,one more demonstration of lncreaslng
interest nntl cnthusiasm on the part of S. L. A.
members Just a s numerous 1934 business Indexes are notably improved, so the various
activities of t h ~ Association
s
seem very much on
the " up-and-up". As evidence, in one single day
thcse t h ~ c et h ~ n g shappened. I received a letter
from the membership chairman saymg, "n'e are
getting lots of new members, public l~brariesare
talcing out institutional men~bershipand many of
our assoriates are tncreaslng t h e ~ rsupport to
the $5.00 fee." The editor telephoned that the
reports coming in t o her 'from local chapters
"twz8er were so good
. . showing interesting,
constructive programs underway in ncarly every
city " .4nd i r l the evening I attended a meeting
called by thc program chairman, to discuss our
June Convention with her various comm~ttees
If Aliss Cavanaugh and her comn~itteescarry out
even half of the plans suggested, we shall have
olle of the most important Conventions S. L. A.
has ever offered.
The Pulilications Committee is a t work on
five new, very practical tools; the preparation of
an up-to-date national directory has already been
started (our last onewas publ~shedin 1925), other
national committees a r e hard a t work and the
Groups report that they a r e carrymg out the book
review plans so widely discussed last year I cannot even attempt to tell in this limited space of the
~nterestingplans afoot for the Carneg~e-supported
pro.iect of library service for trade associations.

.

So, there is a spccial significance to our new
Science-Teclinology Group I t \\as in 1926 that
these l~brarians voluntarily joined with the
Commercial specialists because they seemed to
have so much in common. Sirm then hotvevet,
technical collections have grown so in numl~ers
and in spcc~alizat~on
that there is a crying need
for greater concentration on common problems
~f S. I-. A. members are to be of any help to each
other. The excellent articlc by hIiss Lutz in this
issue is proof that a technical l~brarycan be, and
a t General Motors is, indispensable I t means a
great deal to S. L. A. when a corporation like
General Motors feels as stated by t h e ~ rtechnical
director, that "research work without a special
l~brnryIS impossible."
The sub-groups that are being formed within
the technical group seems to me to represent a
highly desi~abledevelopnient ~nS. L. A, and one
which rn~ghtwell occur in other Groups There
is strength in numbers when we want to further
the broader aspects of the special library profession but there is need for ~ntimateand informal contact when we are thrashing out
problems in connection with our daily work.
Remember that our organization is flexible
enough to afford the machinery for any undertaking that members are suficiently interested
in to inaugurate and to support. So here's
success to the new Science-Technology Group
and congratulations to Miss Grispfnstroh for her
energetic and efficient handling of its re-organization.
MARYLOUISEALEYASDER

More Help Wanted!

A

C O M l I I T T E E is a t work compiling a list of Trade Catalogs which aims to include all
union catalogs such as "Sweet's Architectural Catalog" and catalogs of individual firms which
take on the character of a handbook by virtue of the engineering data included. I t will also include
sections on (1) how lo secure frade catdogs; (2) hmi to index them; (3) how lo jile flrenr. If any member
has n special collection of such catalogs, the Comnlittee would be grateful if a list could be sent.
Reports on new or unusual methods of filing and indexing these catalogs would be of interest. Help
us I)y sending your contribution immediately to Granville Meixell, Applied Science Library, Columbia
Ilniversity.

The Questionnaire of the Month

11

F YOUR library is t o be listed in the new National Directory, be sure to answer by return mail the

questionnaire that has just been sent out. We want this to be an interesting and useful Directory,
full of local information. So let us know a t Headquarters if your blank has not been received
ELEANOR
S. CAVANAI:GII
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Why a Science Technology Group?

w

E \\:ERE first organized in 1923 as the
Technical Group of S. L A. and remained
so until 1926, alien we and the Cornnlerce Group
combined forces as the Comnlercial-Technical
Group. For a while this served our joint professional interests but it 1s interesting t o look back
and see clearly how the trends of research in
industry were leading us into greater specializations, with the result that we came t o thc decision
last October, at the Chicago Convention, that two
distinct groups were again necessary. \Ve leave
all matters of advertising, accounting, and general
business to be covered by the Commerce Group
while the Science Technology Group wishes to
invite to its membership alI librarians and research workers interested in pure and applied
science, public utilities, enginecring and allied
fields
T o do this, we have resorted to a questionnaire,
in which He indicate the first main divisions of
interest, in charge of the following chairmen:
Chemistry - Mrs. Hester Wctrnorc, Merck
and Company, R a h ~ a y N.
, J.
Public Utilities - Mrs. Louise P. Dorn,
Detroit Edison Company, Detroit, Michigan.
Petroleum -Albert Althoff, General Petroleum Corporation of California, Los Angeles,
California.
Rubber - Edith Shearer, Western Union
Telegraph Company, New York City.

One may join any or all of these sections if
interests narrant, and other sections may be
organized as the need for them arms.
The group is a t present actively engaged in a
publicity and membership campaign and in
cornpil~ng a directory of its actwe members.
The otliccrs met early in December to prepare the
questionnaire from \vhich \\e hope to have not
only nn up-to-date list of our members but especidlp t o obtain data and suggestions for planning the program of the June Convention. Judging from the returns of our circular letter the vote
is for more rou~idtable discuss~onson technical
library problems and fener addresses.
One of the most active contmittees has been
that of Book Revieus uhich came into existence
just a year ago. Jean I<. Taylor, Science-Technology Division of the Queens Borough Public
Library, a s Chairman, is planning to distribute an
informal mimeograph bulletin of technical book
reviews t o the Group members during the year,
with a bulletin of 1933 publications for the near
future.
Chairman - Louisa Griepenstroh, New Jersey
Bell Telephone Company, Newark, N. J.
Vice Chairma11 Hester hl. Wetmore, hIerck
and Company, Rahway, N. J.
Secretary- Florence Fuller- American Standards Association, New York City.

-

Essential Dividends

"IN

T H E furnishing of leclrtrical books alone the public library is worth all that it costs. T o the
student and the scientist it i s a s essential a s test tube and laboratory. T o the workman it is a first
aid. Even in a small library not a d a y passes that some workman does not come for a book that will aid
him in the better performance of his job. This assistance is reflected In added earning pmer, nhich
means enlarged spending power. By solving t h e worker's difficulties, and so saving money and time,
they benefit not the worker alone but his employers, his dependents, and the nhole community. TOO
little has been made of the motivating power latent in libraries They must not be judged alone by the
size of thcir circulation, or by the number of people sitting in their reading rooms. If one of these readers is a Thomas Edison or a Nicolai Tesla the money of the community is well invested. From it the
whole world will draw dividends. T h a t the opportunity for learning is made ava~lableto all is the important consideration." - Michigan Municipal RctCcw, Janrwry, 19.74
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Presenting Elizabeth L. Clarke.
. \\'hen H C
tell you that our new Headquarters Secretary has
lived in New Orleans, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Richmond and New York; that she's worked for
business organizations, a railroad, the Congregatlonal Missionary Society, the National Y. \I1.
C. A., the National Amer~canizat~on
Arbitration
Assoc~ation,organized and managed, conducted
political and money-raising campaigns, we've
done our share. If you can't deduct from that that
she's just the gal to run our S. L. A. office in the
face of any and all emergencies, you're not what
we think you are. . .

smallest in the world which measures one-eighth
by one-sixteenth of an inch. My autographs are
largely scientists, engineers (including Thomas A.
Edison) and college presidents although I have
four pres~dential and some near-presidential
specimens. I have about 100 little books, the
h ~ g hspots being half a dozen smaller than a
postage stamp and a 40-volume Shakespeare two
and one-half inches high" . .
Katltarine ~lfaynard. .

.

..

If you're perspicac~ousyou'll reahze that our
Editor likes gardening. We quote her third person
singular statement: "The Editor says she's weekChatlgcs and Chances. . . . Clara (Mascot of ending a t the Brooklyn Botanic Garden all the
least 11 ~ 1 1 1be practithe Troop) Widger is librarian of the Army Indus- month of February-at
trial College. Her library serves the Ottice of the cally that if she goes to all the lectures on SaturAssistant Secretary of War and 56 student officers day afternoons that she has signed up for. Anyfrom all branches of the Army, Navy and Marine how she is deep in soil, seeds and pruning, gettmg
Corps Mildred F. Stone, now Agency F~eld ready for action next month. Her favorite flower
Secretary of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance is the cypripedium, because she can't raise 'em,
Company,is their first woman officer. Some people by which she means she still longs for a certain
have all the luck. . . hfarguerite Benny Cald- island a t Lake Placid, that was carpeted with
\yell who used to be librarian of Canadian Indus- cypripedii when librarians neren't tramping
tries, Ltd., is now the ass~siant-in-chargeof the them down in their race for beef steak and batter
Law Library, McGill Univers~ty,Montreal . . . cakes. (In plain English, she means lady-slippers.
Hazel C Anderson has gone from the H. J. he in^ which she buys every fall and then nothing ever
Company to the hbrary of the P~ttsburghTuber- happens.) Who can tell the Editor how t o make
culosis League.
And Annette \Gndele is in the cypripedium think Westchester is Lake
charge of the information files of the State Placid? Next to her garden the Editor seems to
Emergency Rellef Headquarters, San Francisco. have a fancy for Beethoven, spending every Sun. . . Rachel T (Ada) Renson of the Museum day afternoon a t her rad~o,not to mention Chesgroup tells us that she was married on November terfield hour a t 9 o'clock, when sometimes it is
e~ghthat Hollywood (!) to Mr. Van Evera Bailey. Beethoven."
She's living in Palm Sprmgs, California. . . .
Florence Bradley. . . .

.

,

.

. ..

.

Fzrsl Faint Flirslies . . The Convention
Committee is under way. Ole Massa Cavanaugh
is a-cracking of the whip; sub-committee chairmen are full of plans, enthusiasm and badges.
\Vhen interviewed on the corning Conven~ionin
New York President Alexander said, " I t will be
swell." 0. M. Cavanaugh said, "It will be swell."
Nobody intervie\\ed us but we say it anyway.
"It'll be melll" . . .

..

Hobbies. .
This month we put the screws
on Katharine Maynard and Florence Bradley
nith delightful results: . . "I collect bwkplates, autographs and miniature books. Among
the bookplates, I cherish especially four United
States presidents (only 17 incumbents are known
to have had them); such celebrities a s Oliver
\Ventlell Holmes, George Rancroft and George
Herbert Palmer; 30 min~atureplates including the

.

.

Snippets. . . Eleanor Cavanaugh is beginning to compile a new National Directory t o replace the dear old 1925 yellow book which should
have been retired on a pension years ago. .
But she's sending you all a questionnaire which
she says she knows you'll return quickly, if only
to get your name in. . . She said qutckly.
Katherine Uehlin, librarian of the Nat~onal
Probation Association, has been doing a volunteer
job for the International Comrn~tteeon Political
Primners, the organization which collects pamphlets, clippings and letters on the c o n d i t ~ o of
~~s
political prisoners throughout the world. She's
weeded out, sorted, refiled and read enough t o
make her feel that she'd be a t home in any prrson
from Abyssinia to Zanzibar. .
K. Dorothy
Ferguson is more than busy supervising two
C. W. A. projects in San Francisco. S. L.-A. was
one of the organizations called in to outline jobs

..

.
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needmg to be done. Miss Ferguson representing
S. L. A. had two projects to offer. Both were
accepted and arc under way: a survey of trade
association in San Francisco and Northern California and the con~pletionof the Union List of
Periodicals.
. At a personnel conference for
college women held at the American Womm's
Association Jan. 25-27, Mary Louise Alexander
conducted a round table on special libraries.

..

. ..

Chapter Chat. . . . Plans are afoot for forging
a closer link between the local associations and
National Headquarters, President Alexander has
appointed Ruth Savord as the "liaison officer to
tie up the threads" that bind us to each other.
(The metaphor is a bit mixed but never mind.)
Anyway the plan sounds promising and if all
In January,
hands turn to it will be helpful.
San Francisco S. L. A, visited the Information
Bureau of the Oakland Tribrinc (Helen Wright)
and the L~braryof the same newspaper (William
Rose Vormelker held
Wallace Vaughan).
the neatest meeting we've heard of yet. After convention she reported events to Cleveland and
showed pictures of the newly-elected officers. .
New York Specials are having a grand time visiting each other informally. The Above-42ndStreeters have called on Mary Ethel Jameson at
the National Industrial Conference Board, Linda
Morley at the Industrial Relations Counselors,
Nelle Barmore at the Rockefeller Foundation and
Frances Sprague a t the National Broadcasting
Co. Nelle Barmore, by-the-way, has the distinction of being the higheat placed librarian in the
world. She's on the fifty-fifth floor of the R. C. A.
Budding and looks down on her Rockefeller
Center confrbres - the Nat~onal Broadcasting
Co., the Industrial Relations Counselors and
(presently) the National Health Library and the
National Probation Association. . , . Pittsburgh
is now Special Libraries Association, Pittsburgh
Chapter. Mrs. Fcrtig and her associates publish
an informing bulletin. We were particularly interested in Miss Lynch's report on the successful
efforts of the Medical Library Association to
red~lcethe price of German medical periodicals
whose fluctuating and exorbitant prices made
subscriptions to them an uncertain arid in many
cases, prohibitive luxury. . . . Boston is holding
its yearly series of educational courses which
cover such subjects as Present-day printing
Craftsmanship, Construction, handling and treatment of books and Elementary cataloging and
classification. . .
Salaam. . . The Bow of the Month goes to
Advertising Manager Peterkin for the ten-issueinsertione of the San Francisco Technical Book
Company's advertisement. . .

...

...

..

.

.

.
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Do Y o u Know Your Abbrew'ahons? . . . Up at
Standard Brands the other day, Florence Grant
decreed that every borrower must mdicate \\hen
sign~nghis charge slip about how long he intended
to keep the material. Looking over the slips one
morning, she found "John Smith, q.8."
"What does this mean?" she asked the delivery
girl.
"Oh, that's all right, he means 'QulLe soon.'"
A little skeptical, Miss Grant sent the girl back
to the borrower for verification.
"Oh," said the learned Doctor, "that's Latin
and stands for 'quantum sufficit.' "
But Miss Grant, knowing well the propensities
of 1. D.'a, thinks a better interpretation would be,
" Quien sabe? "

...

CONVENTION BOUND?
Of course you are, or will be, when June 19th
rolls 'round
All roads will lead to the Motel Roosevelt and
45th St. \Vhat we want to know is how the Travel
Comrnittec can help make your trip pleasant?
Rates by rail and bus will be issued later in full
detail. And would you likea road map telling how
t o drive your car through New York traffic,with
ease 7
Travel Committee
Josep11 dfcClytan
Gertrirde Peterkin
TENTATIVE PROGRAM
June l+P3,1934
Tuesday, 19th -l'isits planned to outstanding
special libraries lor those arriving in New York
a day early.
Wednesday, 20th Group hleetings
Morning
Financial
Museum
Science-Technology
Aftertroott - First General Session
Evcnirrg
The Banquet
Thursday, 21st -Group Meetings
Monnng - Commercial
Civic-Social
Science-Technology
(Chemistry)
Affernoon Science-Technology
Newspaper
Insurance
Evetritag - Second General Sess~on
Visit to N. B. C. and late Broadcast
Friday, 22nd
Morning
General Business with Election of
officem
Afternoon -Groups, Election of officers
Etcning
Dinner on Boat and Trip up the
Hudson.

-

-

-

-

-

-
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CLASSIFICATION AND INDEXING
Editor: Emilie Mueser
Commlliaa. Conslanee B u I , Floranee Bradley, H m i d D. MacPhmon, Elizrbalh 5. Rrdtka, lubella K. Rhoder

There IS also a classilied key \rhich serves as an
Decimal Classification A p p l i e d to American
index to the dictionary catalog. This file correStandards Association Library
sponds to a shelf-list record of cataloged books.
I-IE librar)r of the
starldards
is a collection consistlnK prima- Each classification number used for the pamphlet
rlly of about j,OOO standarcls and specifications, material is entered on n card a hich is filed according to the class number. Thus a riu~iiberof headplus pamphlets and books containing

TAssociatio,,

clata relallng to stanclartls arid specifications
is
by the staff engineers,
by many of
2,800 nlembers of the ASA technical committees,
and by a majority of the 275 company and associatlon members of the organization.
The standards and specifications cover a wide
range of subjects, and arc collected by the library
from the 23 standarCls-making bodies In forelgn
countries and fro,,, a large number of ~~~~i~~~
orgalllzalions~
T~ is the
of the ASA library to
make available to its
every important
technical standard approved
in the
world.
~l~~cataloger on the ASA library staff, ~~~~h~
\Cegnlan, has devised some lnteresting and
usable atlaptations of the De\vey system of classificaiion Lhat make Chis large collect~onof parnphlet material serve the
for which it is
intended.
In the ASA dictionary catalog are filed subject
cards for the pamphlet collectisn; author, t ~ t l e ,
and subject cards for cataloged books; cross reference and explanatory
l-hc subject cards
for the pamphlet file refer t o D, C.classified folders in
legal
filing cases. N~ attempt
is made t o catalog individual pamphlets. The
books are arranged by classification numbers on
open shelves.
I t \vould be impossible t o use a n alphabetical
file for this collect~onof standards and specificstions because of the specialized approach, that
of standards in any given field, to t h e subject
matter. A good example is that section which
deals with FITS, GAGES, and TOLERANCES.
This heading covers project work carried on by
the ASA and the three subjects which might well
be classified under three nulnbers in t h e average
library must be kept together t o expedite the
work. An alphabetical file would place the material under F, G, and T, thus making it necessary
to look in three places instead of one.
In largesections ir~cludingstandardsfrom many
countries, a s the one for screw threads, the pamphlets are subdivided alphabetically b y countries.
This system is used in a n y section having the
material frequently asked for by country.

. lt

ings covering materials that deal with standards
and wecifications, are grouped on one card: c.g.
691.79
the
GALV.4NIZIKGl
OF; RUSTPROOFING OF IRON AND STEEL; ZINC
IRON#
OF IRON AND
OF
I t 'la' been lound
lhat the use Inany spectfic
subject headings instead of one general heading,
and the elimmation of "see cards" works out
better when the file is used by clcrical assistants,
and also lessens the time requireil by trained

assistants.
The treatment of safety codes in this file has
been
the
giving
PrOmpL and acclwate
to cluestions arising
Irom One
the most
phases
ASA
\ v D ' ~ , namely Lhe development of &mdard
safety codes. To illustrate - 614 8 is the class
given SAFETY CODES~GENERAL,
with an explanatory
which reads:
TIM subjecl heading is used mainly for codcs
~onlarnznginformalion about two or mare types of
safely r e g ~ ~ 1 t z o l1 l9 ~
1 a
. few cases, t m t e r d is & - d
1me because il docs not have a good class number of
its Own' e g . LADDERS, PROTECTION OF
HzADSANDEI'ES1
WALKWA YSURFACES,
X-RA Y PROTECTION. See also headzngs under
~fiec& subjects, e.g. CO~+'STRUCTION (692),
REFRIGERATIoNl MECIL4NICAL (621.56).
Specific entries are made whenever possible.
FLORENCE
FULLER
Librarian
-0-

At the requcsl of Mr. Dabagh we are printing the
joltowing letkr:
July 18, 1933
[Editor, Classification Department]
I n your column of the June issue of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
page 117, Miss Dorkas Fellows makes
the statement that "It is to prevent this [i.e.
'any attempt t o propagate schemes identical in
notation but different in meaning' from the
Dewey DC] that we maintain our copyright, of
which the publication of Mr. Dabagh's scheme
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. \\as clearly an infringement, a s was later
acknoeledged -to which it should be added
that anyone undert'aking t o promulgate that
scheme IS in effect, if not 111 the eyes of the law, a
participant in the infringement."
The implication is that I acknowledged such an
infringement This is not so. On the contrary, I
informe$ hIiss Fello\vs some three years ago, in
connection with this same matter, that the
Dewey DC copyright could not prevent the
publ~cationor use of bona fidc rev~sionsof the
Dewey DC, or the publication or use of any other
boitajide decimal classification, whether the same
resembled the Dewey DC in appearance or not.
In support of this contention I cited to Miss
Fellows the cases of Ezclicl v. dfarciiz (1913), 211
Fed 404, 408, 410: Perris v. Ileeranrer (1878), 99
U . S. 674, 25 L. Ed. 308; and ~~faciitillni~
v. King
(1914), 223 Fed. 862.
M y position on this matter is the same now as
it was then. I have never receded from 11,and it
has never been answered by any cilation to
author~tyin point, nor can it be unless I have
completely misunderstood the law and decisions
relating to copyright, and have overlooked in my

41

study of this point some corltrollingcase conitary
to the authorities which I have co~lsulted
Being a Iaa yer as well as a librarian, I think I
unrlersta~idthis matter correctly both from the
legal point of view A d from that of the best
interests of Ilbrarlanship, and I do not hesiiate to
assure h e library profession that the D e w y DC
copyrighi docs not stand in the way of progress
in decimal chssification, that neither my scheme,
-the NDC, nor any other decimal classification.
nor nny bone j d e revision or expansion of t h e
Dewey I)C, vlolates the Dewey DC copyr~ght;
and that :uiy library 01 any individual so desiring
may use the Dewey DC or the S D C , or any
ot ller cldss~lication,in whole or in part, or in miy
combination with change or w~thoutchange of
any kind Thc following cases, in addtiion to those
cited above and among others which could be
cited, are authority for these statements: Br~ker
v. Seldclz (18791, 101 U. S. 99; G~ilhriev. Crrrlelt
(1929), 36 Fed 2d, 694, Brief English Systca~sv.
Ozwr (1931), 48 Fed. 2d, 535, Taylor v. Conz~nis(1931), 51 Fed. 2 4 915.
sio~rrrof I~rlcri~al
Rcr~c~tire
l'ery truly yours,
(Signed) Taov.\s S. D.\B i ~ r r

EVENTS AND PUBLICATIONS
Editor: Margaret Bonnell
SPLENDID textbook, "Current Social
Problems" by John W. Gillette and James
Reinharet (American Book Company 1933)
is a recent addition to the Anmican Sociology
Series. In the Preface the authors give credit to
well-known special I~brarians,Grace A. England,
then chief of the Civics Division of the Detroit
Public Library, and her two assistants, Ione Ely
and Mildred Henry, for assistance ~n securing
source material.

A
hf

* * *

"An Economic Survey of Motor Vehicle
Transportation in the United States" has been
published by the Bureau of Railway economic^
in Washington, Highway costs and financing,
taxation and regulation of motor transport are
thoroughly covered. Amo~ig the statistical
appendices are tables showing amounts collected
in motor vehicle fees by states for the past five
years, and gasoline tax receipts, and their
disposition. A 20-page list of sources consulted
may be had also upon application.

Viola Rohrs, Bureau of Public Administration of
the University of California, assembles Federal
and State materials on the subject. Price 25
cents from the University in Berkeley
The League for Industrial Democracy recommends a list of "Significant Recent Books on
Social Reconstruction " The Anierican Background, Significant Biographies, The World
Scene, New Editions of Radical Classics, Recent
Fiction and Drama of Revolt, are some of the
groupings. A selection of pamphlets concludes the
list. Price five cents from 112 East 19th Street,
New York City.

* * *

The Iowa A~riculturalExperiment Station a t
Ames, Iowa, publ~shes "Abstracts of New
Publicaiions" which reviews in brief form the
contents of its recent circulars and research
bulletins.

* * *

I/The American Catholic Who's Who for 1934-35
A twenty-one-page reading list on " Guarantyof
Bank Deposits and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation," compiled b y Dorothy Culver and

has recently been published by Walter Romig
and Company, 10451 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit,
Mich~gan. I t includes biographical sketches of
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Catholic laymen prominent in many fields as
well as many outstanding churchmen. The only
other edition was published in 1911.I t is planned
to revise and issue biennially. Pr~ce$3.75.

* * *

The entries relating to special libraries in the
Cumulated Index compiled by Isabel L. T o w e r
to volumes 1 to 10 of "Classics of American
Librarianship," while not numerous are interesting as showing the attention given to spcial
libraries in the volumes on The Library and Its
Organization and The Library Within the Walls.
The ten volumes in the series cover the past
twenty years in their publication dates from 1914
to 1933. Published by H.W. Wilson company.

* * *

In an article on "Borrowing from Our Neighbors" in the November 15 Library Journal,
Marion J. Ewing, acting librarian of Pomona
College, says that "Southern California is deeply
indebted to the Southern California Chapter of
Special Libraries for the Union List of Periodicals
In Libraries in Southern California" for quick
information as to whether needed material can
be found close a t hand.

* * *

The National Industrial Conference Board has
recently published a statistical study of "Individual and Collective Bargaining under the
N. I. R. A." in some 3,000companies of over half
a million dollars capilalizaiion. I t was found that
only 974 deal with employees through organized
labor unions. Forty-five per cent deal individually
and 45% through employee representation.
Another convenient handbook,. "Economic Reconstruction Legislation of 1933," is provided
with a topical digest and index. Avadable a t
$2.50 from 247 Park Avenue, New York City.

* * *

The League of Nations' 1932-1933 "Survey of
World Economic Conditions" 1s available from
the World Peace Foundat~on,40 Mt. Vernon
St , Boston, or the New Yorkoffice a t 6 East 39th
St. Price $2.00 in cloth, $1.50 paper.

*

*

The leading article in the first Issue of Reading
for Projil, a monthly review of busmess magazines
and books, was by Pres~dent Alexander, entitled "New Deal" Emphasizes Need for Business Libraries. Subscription price to the magazine is $2 00. I t is published a t 537 S Dearborn
St , Chicago.

* *

Several timely pamphlets have been received
by one financial library recently - "Suggestions
for Improving the Banking System" by Mr.
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Winthrop Aldrich of the Chase National Bank,
and Dr. Benjamin Anderson, Economist of
Chase, "On the Practical Impossibility of a Commodity Dollar"; a report on "Guaranty of Bank
Deposits" by the Association of Reserve City
Bankers (Chicago) tells what the plan for the
permanent insurance is, the amount of deposits
insured, the possible costs to banks, the burden on
small banks, interest on dcpos~ts,distr~butionof
losses and assessments, and the attitude of
mutual savings banks; "Documerits and Statements Pertaining to the Banking Emergency"
(Government Printing Office) gathers in convenient form with an index all presidential
proclamations, federal legislation, executive
orders, regulations and other documents and
official statements pertaining to gold control,
since the joint resolution of February 25th which
gave the Comptroller power to close the banks.
I

*

*

An article by John F. Dulles entitled "The
Securities Act and Foreign Lending," which explains some of the difficulties attendant on the
exercise of the restr~ctionsmherent in the Act, is
available in reprint form from the Magazine
Foreign Affairs, whose address 1s 45 E. 65th St.,
New York City.

* * *

Some of the bi-monthly bibliographic lists issued recently by the Russell Sage Foundation are
on Reading for Business and Professional People,
Family Budgets and Costs and Standards of
Living, Social Aspects of the Depression, The
New Leisure, its Significance and Use. The
Bulletins comprising this service are carefully
annotated bibhographies. The annual subscription for six numbers per year is 50 cents. Single
titles cost 10 cents

* * *

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce announced in the December 20th issue of
its Domestic Commerce bulletin that a factual
analysis of thekdmestic rubber industry on the
basis of official data in Government r e p o r t s p d
of some non-Governmental studies is being made
in a series of mimeographed reports to the trade,
twelve of which have been released t o date. InCornlation covered includes an analysis of income
statistics for this industry, volume and value of
products manufactured, sales, employment, value
of materials purchased, distribution and other
operating costs, production costs, and a survey of
the renewal tire market. The most recent study
(no 12) covers cost of manufacture and distribution. The price of the reports is ten cents each or
$1.00 for the series of twelve.

.
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The Employment Stabilization Research Institute at the University of Minnesota has published a study of "Occupational Trende in
Minnesota" by Dr. Alvin Hansen and T. M.
Sogge. Growth of population, changes in age distribution, and shifts in relative importance of
occupations are studied a s sign~ficantfactors in
unemployment.
"The Impact of the Depression on Business
Activity and Real Income in Minnesota" is another timely publication of the Institute which
studies the inter-relation of changes in business
activity and changes in consumption in Minnesota and the Northwest, a s being typ~calof the
national situation.

"Munic~palDebt Defaults: Their Prevention
and Adjustment" is intended by the 'Municipal
Finance Ofhcers Association which publishes it
"to serveas a practical guide for those municipalities which are striving to meet debts and maintain public services." Appendices give a summary
of receivership and debt adjustment acts of the
States arid Canadian provinces which have such
le~islation,and of important municipal debt reorganization proposals. Price 50 cents from Public Administration Service, Chicago.

"Health Books for Public Libraries" by Ethel
W~gmore, librarian of the National Health
Library, has been reprinted in pamphlet form
from the May 1 Issue of Library Journal and
may be obtained from the Library a t 450 Seventh
Avenue, New York City. Special librarians who
visited Chicago will remember Miss Wigmore's
very busy booth a t the A. L. A.

In,November a magazine started publication
which goes in for news of legitimate contests I t is
called Popdar Contesls Magazine, published a t 76
Wilmington Avenue, Dorchester, Mass., $2.00
per year. Publications and organizations conducting contests are classified a s Artistic, Educational, Clever Sayings, and Wisecracks, Letter
Writing, etc.

* * *

The Industrial Research Department of the
Wharton School of Finance and Comnlerce has
published the first study of its Wool Series
on "Production and Equipment Trends in
American Worsted Yarn Manufacture, 19191932," by 1-1. S.vDavis and G. F. Brown. Students of ridu us try generally should find .the rneth-

-
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ods used interesting and the data valuable for
comparatlvc purposes. Price $1.00.
The School of Public Affairs of Princeton Utuversity has published a "Selected Bibliography on
Revision of the New York City Charter" prepared in October 1933. It is available upoil
request.

* * *

"The Leeds Public Libraries Comnierczal 8
Technical Library Rulleltn for September, devotes
its four pages Lo 'Indexes and Abstracts of Periodicals,' from which we quote: 'Relative estimates in 1931 mdicatc that about three-quarters
of a million scientific and technical papers are
published every ymr in some 15,000 current
periodicals The task of keeping in touch with all
that is published is becoming a physical impossibility even t o the most rigid spectalist, and industrial and scientific workers arc more and more
dependent upon indexing and abstracting services.' The Industrial Arts Index is one of the two
indexing services to which this British L~brary
subscribes."
Iievicwing, indexing, and routing periodicals,
distributing abstracts, routing announcements of
forthcoming technical meetings, and obtaining
upon request information on any subject likely to
be of use t o members of the staff, are all familiar
functions of the research bureau of Sir W. G.
Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Brit~shengineers.
"Taking ouL membership in A. S. L. I. B."
is listed among the first steps taken towards organization of this research bureau, in a very
complete and interesting paper describing 11, in
the Proceedings of the Tenth Conference of the
Association of Special Libraries and Inforn~ation
Burcaux I n studying its card indexing, this
library has found that the average time per
article is about two minutes. Abstracts as a
medium for increasing circulation of books are
indicated by a chart showing steady upward lrentl
over the past three ycars in number of books
issued per abstract sheet.
"Recent Developments in Equilment for
Special Libraries," in utle at the London School
of Economics, are described in nnotller paper
before the same conference. One piece of apparatus described is a vest-pocket camera by wliicll
documents, books, and periodical art~clescan be
photog~aphedand the films projected on n sheet
of paper or almost any surface by means of a
cinescope. The whole apparatus is corrtnined in a
case 18 inches square.
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Business Book Review Digest
Compiled b y the Staff of the Business Branch of the
Public Library, Newark,

Benjamin, E. S. P r a c t i c a l c r e d i t analysis.
Benjamin, 1933. $7.50.

E. S.

Presents a systcm of credrt analysis nlrich bas been
developed by the author and wplied tn actual credit
work. Shows IIOW to dctermlne thc amount of credit
that should be granted to an ~ndustrialCnterPrlse after
nn examinat~onof ~ t Rnanclal
s
statements It is intended
for the crcd~tman and not for the alttdent, nltllough some
reviewers stdte that It should be useful to teachen.
students and investors All reviews were favorable
Amerrcan Accounlanl, September 1933. p 284 525
words
Amerrcan Bankers Assacralron Journal, December 1933.
p 67. 200 worda.
Cnlojied Public Accounlanl. Decenlher 1933.p 757. 175
words.
Domerlic Commnce, October 30. 1933 p 137 50 words
Journal of Accoutl/ancy, Octbbcr 1933 p. 310. 125
words. R C Drown.
* Managcmenl Rm~nu,October 1933. 320 300 words.

*

*

Bennett, Charles. ScientXc s a l e s m a n s h i p . Ameri c a n Efficiency Bureau, 1933. $3.00.
"The first book In whlch a definite aclentific tllcOrY of
rellrng procedure IS developed from the point of vlew of
soc~aipsychology and dynamrc cconomlcs." according to
the author. Wrtttcn for tbe use of salesmell, sales managers, merchandl81np. executives, studcnts of marketing,
and advertisrng counsellors, i t gives current and timely
ideas and plans for selllng today T h e appendlx contalns
extractn from 314 selected articles by vnrlous writers
dcalins with prohlcms and phases of salesmansblp. Has
been called a ventahle encyclopedia of salesmanship, and
recommended tor ~ t sthoroughness nnd clarity. Favorably spoken of.
Barron's. November 6. 1933. p 13. 103 words.
Managemcnl Rminu. January 1934. p. 28 225 words.
Relarlmg - Execnlivc Edition. Dcccmbcr 4, 1933
Alexander Raylln.
Indvslrral Dtpeal, November 18. 1933.
Babson Inrlrlvlc Alumnr Bullelrn. October. 1933

Frederick, J. G . Primer of " N e w D e a l " economics. Business B o u r s e , 1933. $2.00.

N. J.

Klein, J. J. F e d e r a l income taxation - 1933
cumulative s u p p l e m e n t . Wiley, 1933. $6.00.
Thls aup~~lernent,
~ntendedfor use w ~ t l ithe 1929 edltlon, Imngs the sub~ectup to dnte by deallng w ~ t hall
pertlnent decisrons and rulings ~ssuedsince 1929, Moat
favorably revrewed. Some revlewcra state that thra book
is t e c i ~ r ~ ~and
c a l 1s Intended only for tile use of lawyera or
accountants with a knowledge of the law, w h ~ l eothers feel
that it w ~ lbe
l a oscful and practlcal gurde to the taxpayer.
tbe practitioller and tax tribunnls. The legal wordlng is
translated into pla~n,understandable Englrsh.
* American Economrc Rmrcw, June 1933 p. 352. 215
words F. R Fairchlld.
Cerl~jlcdPublicAccounlanl, May 1933.p. 319.90 worde.
* Journal of Accounlancy, May 1933. p. 390. 425 words.
W H Lawton.
N. A. C. A. BuNrlin, Novcmber 15, 1933. p. 379. 250
words.

*
*

Laughlin, Lawrence. F e d e r a l reseme act - its
origin and problems. M a c m i l l a n , 1933. $3.50.
Presents the orlglns of the Federal Reserve Act and
discusses the problems now facing the system. lncludea
chaptcrs on Inflat~on.deflation, and the orgnnizatlon of
credrt, and contams a good index and table of contents.
One revlewer fecls that the nuthor has been too much
concerned wrth Ills permnal part in shaping tbe Act.
Othereatate that hcsheds light on the theory and practice
of bankmg and that th18 book is s readable, lntcrcetlng
narrallve of i~rstoricalInterest.
* Accounlrnn Rcurnu, September 1933.p. 259.1100 worda.
J. F. Ebersole.
Amcrrcon Bankers Assocral~anJournal. Novcmber 1933.
p, 74. 17 worda
Ammican Economic Rrvtnu, December 1933 p. 571.
850 words. H. L. Reed
Banker. August 1933. p. 126.85 words.
B a n k s Mapasine. Septcmber 1933,p. 320 630 words.
Barron's, June 26, 1933. p. 9 250 words.
Bmks. August 13. 1933. P. 13 620 words.
Bustness Week. July 1, 1933. p. 19. 45 words
Commerce & Fsnancc, May 31. 1933. p. 478. 60 words.
* C r d l 6' Financial Managerncnl. August 1933. p 22.
150 words.
Current Hrdory. July 1933. p. 38 40 worda.
Dun & Brndslrcd, July 1933,P 35. 225 words.
Indlueiol Arls. June 1933.p. V. 70 words Leona Kohn.
* Manaremen1 Rcu~nu,November 1931.p. 352.250 words.
* Mrd-Weslern Banker, August 1933 p. 16. 425 words.
Margaret Reynolds.
+ Norlh American, August 1933 P. 236 60 words.
Rsvisur of Rcu~cws.July 1933. p. 88 250 words.
- Savings Bairk Journal. Se~t,cmber 1933 p. 48. 400
words.

*
*
*
*

Dlscumes the b a a ~ cprinciples and oflicial Interpretst~onsof the "New Deal " The prologue contams a br~ef
renew of man's economic hlstorv and chapters 11.1ve been
contributed by Gerald Swope, Bernard M. Baruch, and
Donald bchberr. According to the rcviews, the author
lins donee good lob In so discuss~nsthe subject as to make
~t understandable to the mnn-in-the-street
Advnlrsrnn &Sellrng, August 17,1933 p. 48.103 words.
Barron's, August 7. 1933 p 11. 135 words
Business Week, Aupust 12. 1933. p. 19. 100 words.
Domeslrc Cmnmercc. Septcmber 10, 1933 p. 78. 50
Pifkin, W . B. C o n s u m e r , his nature and changing
words.
habits. McGraw-Hill, 1933. $4.00.
Mnnagemcnl Rminu, October 1933, p, 319 125 words
AldWeslern Banker. October 1933. p. 10 IS0 words.
A study of tlie buying habits and preferencea of tbe
Margaret Reynolds.
conaumer, to dctermrne I~ow,muchmoney he baa and how
News Bvllcl~noffhe Univcrsily of Chrcago, September 12,
he apcnds ~t Population has been divlded Into vnrioua
1933. p. 8 dO words
groups nccordinu to Income, age, sex, abrlity, etc telllng
* Favorable rcvlew.
*-Favorable revlew with some adverac comment.
Adverae critldsm.

*

*

-
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the aources of income and how i t is spent. I t has been
crit~cizedfor the frequent lapses into the bed-time stow
style and for the long technicnl terms used a t times, but
commended for Its sound gense and pertinent comment
and the unusually mtcrcstlng styic in whlch i t Is written
- Aduerfrssng 6' Lllmns. Februnru 16, 1933. p. 36 1.000
words. P. T. Ci~erlngton
A m n ~ c a nEconomic Rcumu. June 1933. p 23.380 words
Baoklisl. hfarch 1933. p. 29
* Bosto* Trannrrpl. January 28. 1933. p. 3. 450 words.
Bustnerr W e e k , Janunry 25, 1933. p 19. 35 words.
-*Columbia Law Rcrrnu. March 1933. p. 33.500 worda.
Bvllelrn of Ihc Taylor So~~ely.
August 1933. p. 86 400
words P. H. Nystrom.
Crcdll & P~naacialMunagcmcnl, March 1933. p. 29.90
words
Induslrial Arls Index, January 1933, p. IV. 50 words.
Leona Kolm
*-Journal of Business Edumlion, April 1933. p. 27 275
wards.
Journal of Home Etono~ics,.4pril 1933 p. 25. 110
words.
* Journal of Ihe Amer~canSlal~slicalAssocialion. September 1933. p 369. 300 words. Hazel Kyrk.
Mid-Weslnn Bonkn, hfay 1933, p 13. 500 ~ o r d s
Margaret Reynolds.
Monlhly Bullelsn of lhc Arsoc~alfond L t a l h a Gwds
Manufuclurnr. July 1933. P. 28. 700 words
N m Yark Times. January 22, 1933. P. 5. 9M) wordn
Norll Amntcan. July 1933, p. 236.60 worda.
* Savln8s BunkJournd, September 1933 p. 48.350worda.
%Syndicale Sore Mnrhandisn, February 1933. D. 38.
200 words.

-
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Rod, 0.F. Distribution today. Whittlesey House,

1933.53.00.

T h e dlstr~bullonsystem and the Important apendes,
auch a s the wholea;rler, independent rctdler, chain store,
supcr market, etc., n n d & ~ o r t a n t diritributlon pollclcs,
analyzed. T l ~ c r e1s a special scction devoted t o price
problems and cost elements, and the eflect of the Natlonnl
Recovcry Act on d~strlbution.The revlewe. all favorable.
say that tills book should be of practicnl value to t h e
marketing executive bemuse i t i s factunl, and deserlptlona
ainlnlc and clear, and t h e dlscusa~oncomprchenslvc.
Adunlismng 6' Selling. December 7, 1933. p. 26. 450
words.
Brrsiness Week. Deccmber 9, 1933. P. 19.60 words.
* Domcslic Commncc. December 10, 1933. p. 173. 100
word3
* Managemertl Rnrim. January 1934. p. 31 250 words
* Texlmlr World, December 1933. p. 98. 2W worde.

Rowland, R H.How to budget for pro&. Harper,
1933. $4.00.
A prnctical book on budgeting, al~owingapeclfically the
method ofproccdure in constructing a maaier buduet, a &
semblrnc
~roductlonand distribulioncostsnnd stendnrds.
-.
I1 Is well ~llustratedw ~ t htnbles, cltarts and forms. wl~lcli
adds to Its uselulncss. I t received favornble commcnt from
rev~cwcra.
* Bmcrltan Accounlasl, July 1933. P. 22. 325 worda.
* Dorron's, July 3. 1933. p. 12. 125 words.
Bullefrn d the T o y l a Socrc!y, June 1933. p. 74, 45
words.

Directory Chart of . .
.
State Document Exchanges
Any librarian who ever has occasion to acquire any state document
will find the Divectovy of Stat6 Doctment Exchanges well worth i t s
moderate cost. This chart tells where and upon what basis state
documents for any of the 48 states may be obtained, including:
COURT REPORTS CODES, RGVISED
CHARITABLE EDUCATIONAL AND
PBNAL INSTI'IWTIONAL RBPORTS
STATUTES AND iAWs
MANUALS
BILLS AND
AND
LEGISLATIVE
RBPORTS
AGRICULTLTRU
JOURNALS RULES
BAR ASSOCIATION REPORTS
OTHER D ~ C U ~ N T S
LIBRARY,GEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS
UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS

The chart is 36 by 44 inches which renders this valuable
information quite legible when placed on a wall
I

$1.25 Postpaid

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950-972 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

4 +

Pleazc galrmrisc our advmttscrs

NEW YORK CITY
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Ctrfijied Public Aoounlant. December 1933. p. 758. 150
uords.
Fa~tory.July 1933. p. 30. 45 worda.
Managcmml Keview, Seplember 1033 p 285 275 words
N A. C. A Bullelm. October 15. 1933. D 261 900
words. F.C Gartner.

Weseen, M. H. Write better business letters.
Crowell, 1933. $2.00.
Tlus is not a tcchnicnl study but a handbook Covera
good letter forms, orders and inqu~rics,complnints and
adlustmenta, letters of application, personal and semlpermnal lettera, etc. The reviews, all favorable, ernphaslze the clear, conuse and forceful style and l o s ~ worder
l
of
arrangement as well as the very complete table of contents and Index.
* Bankers Magarma. August 1933. p. 208. 175 words.
Bookldsl. July 1933. p. 333.
Induslrial ~ i g r s fMay
,
1933 p. 18. 70 worda.
Journal of Business Educaficz. Aprll 1933. p. 27. 315
wordr
* Manarrmcnl Methods, M a y 1933. p. 227 350 words.
Msd-Wtslcrn Banktr. June 1933. p 12 200 worda.
Margaret Reynolds
IVsrconsrn Library Bullelin, May 1933. P. 135.

*

*

~t not time to let it settle a bit instead of continuing to throw dust in our own eyes?
Constant loads of research have been p ~ s s i n g
over the highways we have built. \17e have
supplied signals of every kind to direct t h i s
traffic but surely the time has come for u s to
mend our road beds, see that they are b e t t e r
built and more logically laid out. Only then will
Service be easy and swift, directing the h e a v i e s t
traffic that may come our way

Emon
CONVENTION CHAIRMEN
COMMITTEES
Hospitality - Ruth Savord
Local Arrangements - Marguerite Burnett
Dinner Committee - Nell Bnrmore
Travel Joseph McGlynn
Publicity - David Rogers, Alma Jacobus

-

CommercLl - Katherine Frankenstein
Science Technology -Louise Griepenstroh
Financial - Emma Boyer
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1933. $2.50.
Insurance - Edith Flagg
Tllc resulta of a aurvey on the commnaatlon of advertlslng agennes in relation to the total cost of advcrtls~ng. Museum Group - Nora Cordingley
The first part presents the facts and the m o n d the auOne session only
thor's conciuslons It ~ncludesan analysis of the develop
Newspaper -Alma Jacobus
mcnt of the agency from the advert~eer'aand publisher's
Civic Social Lucille L. Keck
vitwpoint, and theinternal omrations of the agency. This
Eleanor S. Cavana~cgh
renort has received much Favorable comment and has also
been critlclred by the Aamciation of National ~ d v e r t i s e r s
Chairman, Program Commitlee

Young, J. W. Advertising agency compensation.

-

on the grounds that the study Testa on too narrow a base
and that i t falls to include a n Important and necessary
element
the legal story of the relationsl~~p
of the advertlslng agent to the advertiser and t o the publisher. a n d
on that section of the report outlining the vieaa of the
puMIshers on the agency structure.
Adunlising and Scllin~.Jutlc 22, 1933 p 15. 1.200
words.
* Barron'x. September 11. 1933. D. 7. 100 words.
* lnduslrrd Arls, September 1933. p. 11.80 words Leona
Kohn.
Weslnn Adwrlising. June 1933. p 67. 250 wordr.

-

*

THE HIGHWAY OF CLASSIFICATION

w

HEN the business man wants a Library
he is demanding organized information
though he probably labels it Service. Do our
business men know that the librarian's key t o
this objective under either name is Classification,
or do we let them go on assuming that we slrnply
press a button and that Service is the result?
What progress have we made within our profession this last ten years in such matters if we must
admit that not yet have we taught our business
Inen the s~gnificanceof Classification as a technical term. In fact this thing of .Service has
raised about us a tremendous cloud of dust. Is

WANTED
account of being clowd this summer,
ON
have missed out in securing a copy of t h e
we

1933 "Facts and Figures of the AutomobiIe
Industry" (National Automobile Chamber o f
Con~merce).I t is free of course, but their supply
is exhausted. This is one of our much-called-for
sources and lacking this number is a real h a n d i cap. I thought perhaps someone might h a v e a
duplicate copy which might be contributed t o t h e
cause! Also we are trying to build up a second set
of the Chase Economic Bulletin, to relieve our
much-used bound volume set I have been
successful in securing all except the following
issues:
Vol. I, no 1, October 5, 1920
Vol. 11, no. 2, May 6, 1922; no. 3, June 23,
1922; no. 4, August 31, 1922
Vol. 111, no. 4, October 4, 1923
The Chase National Bank cannot supply t h e s e ,
but possibly some of the other financial libraries
may have copies to distribute or exchange.
From Dorothy Bcmis, Lippincolt Library, UnC
vetsity of Permsyluania.

-
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LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS
B.\LTIUORE
CHAPTER
- President, hIaria Brace, Business Division, Enoch Pratt Free Library; l'icePresident, Mary Fagin, Library University of Raltimore: Secretarj7-Treasurer,.\lice Reynolds,
Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Company: Dlrcctors, John P. Du\'al, Pennsylvania
Power Company, Laura A. \\'oodnard, Maryland Casualty Company.

- President, El~zabctllBurrage, Administration Library, Boston School CommitBOSTOSCHAPTER
tee; Vice-President, George W. Lee, Concord; Secretary-Treasurer, Susan Meara, Boston American; Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Edith R. Pngerstrom, Federal Rescrve Uank, Exccutive
Committee, Edward H. Redstone, State Librarian, Ruth \.'. Cook, School of Architecture,
I-larvard University.

-

CISCINS.\TICHAPTER President, Mary R. Cochran, Public Library; \'ice-President, Jessie McMullen, Chamber of Commerce, Secretary, Louise Sias, Ch~lclren's Hospital, Pediatric Research
Foundation; Treasurer, Louise G. Prichard, University of Cincinnati.
CI.EVEL.\SDCHAPTER
- President, Aka B. ClaRin, Federal Reserve Bank, Vice-Presdent, Blanche \'.
\Vatts, Cleveland College; Secretary-Treasurer, Beatr~ceA. Bradley, Fe~in-Nash Colleges,
E'. &I. C. A.
ILLINOISCHAPTER
- President, Isabella Brokaw Wallace, Standard Oil Company of Indiana,
Whiting; Vice-president, Carrie Maude Jones, National Association Real Estate Boards; Secretary-Treasurer. Marion Rawls, Art InstituLe of Chicago, Director, K. R. Levin, Chicago Public
Libmry.
M I C I I I GCHAPTER
.~
- Presidcnt, Chas. >I. Mollrhard~,Deiro~LPublic Library; \'ice-President, 11rs
Louise P. Dorn, Detroit Edison Co.; Secretary, Miss Dorris Berning, Unwersity of Detroit;
Treasurer, Louise Willis, Detroit Public Library; Directors, Louise Grace, Grace S: Holliday,
Louise Thompson, Social Agencies.
MILWAUKEE
CHAPTER-President, Hazel 1-1. Geiger, hlarsllall & Ilslcy Bank; ['ice-President, Erna
Schneider, M. F. Fox & Co.; Secretary-Treasurer, Elisabeth Wood, Milwaukee Gas Light Co.
MONTREAL
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
ASSOCIITION - President, XIaud E, Martin, Royal Bank of Canada;
Vice-President, W. Hoyes, Bureau of Economics, Canadian National Railways; Secretary, hlrs.
Marguerite Benny Caldwell, Canadian Industries, Ltd.; Trensurer, Mrs. hlahel B. Bevington,
Immigration & Colonization Department, Canadian Pacific Railway; Executive Board, Mary
Jane Henderson, Sun Life .Assurance Co.

NEW YORKSPECIALLIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
- President, Walter I-Iausdorfer, School of Business
Library, Columbia University; Vice-president, Mrs. Emily 11. Dean, Institute of International
Education; Secretary-Trasurer, Helen E. Wheeler, Woodrow Wilson Memorial Library; Exccutive Board; David G. Rogers, N. Y. IIemld-Tribwre Library; Josephine I. Greenwood, Consolidated Gas Co.

-

PITTSBURGH
CIIAPTER President, Airs. J. M. Fertig, Westinghouse Electric CLr hla~iufacturingCo.,
East Pittsburgh; Vice-President, Esther E. Fawcctt, College of Fine Arts Library, Cnrnegie
Institute of Technology; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Vivian J. MacDonald, Aluminum Co. of
America, New Kensington; Executive Committee, hlrs. Helen Howard Do\vns, University ol
Pittsburgh, Laura XI. Marquis, Business Branch, Carnegie Library.
SAX FU.\NCISCO
CIIAPTER
- President, Thelma I-Ioffman, Shell Developmeni Co ; l'ice-President.

Nello Wilson, San Francisco Stock Exchange; Secretary-Treasurer, Katherine Reinnu, Shell
Development Co., Emeryville; Executive Board, Laura Ferguson, U. S.Department of Coni~lierce.
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
CHAPTER
- President, Anna Frey, \\'estern Precipitation Co., Los ..\ngeles,
Vice-president, Mary Dale, Los Angeles County Library, Los .4ngeles: Secretary, Rnynioncl 1-1.
Pierson. Research Department, Cilrnore Oil Co., Los Angeles; Treasurer, Robert E. I-larris,
California Fruitgrowers Exchange, Ontario.

OFFICERS FOR 1933-34
Mary Louise Aleuander, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, New York, N. Y
Dorothy Bemis, Lippincott Library, Univers~tyof Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
pa.; Marion Mead, Illinois Chamber of Commerce, Ch~cago,Ill.
- Laura A. Woodward, Maryland Casualty Company, Baltimore, Md.
TREASURER
D ~ ~ ~ c ~ o ~ s - A.
F r Robertson,
ed
Hydro-Electric Power Commission, Toronto, Ontario, Canada;
Herbert 0.Brigham, Rhode Island State Library, Providence, R. I.; Ruth Savord, Council on
AIta B. Claflin, Federal Reserve Bank, Cleveland, Ohio.
F o r e i ~Relations, New York, N. Y.;

PRESIDENT-

~IICE-PRESIDENTS

-

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
C o ~ v e ~ ~ ~ o ~ - E l eS.
. n Cavanaugh,
or
libr'n, Standard Statistics Company, Inc., 345 Hudson
Street, New York.
COBPERATION
IN BUSINESS
LIBRARY
SERVICE- Mildred C. Clapp, Business Branch, Newark Public
Library, 34 Commerce Street, Newark.
COOPERATION
WITH TRADEAND PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS
-Rose L. Vormelker, libr'n, Businerrs
Research, Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland.
E~IPLOYMENT
- Rebecca B. Rankin, libr'n, Municipal Reference Library, New York.
MEMBERSHIP
- Marian C. Manley, libr'n, Business Branch, Newark Public Library, 34 Commerce
Street, Newark.
-Linda H. Morley, libr'n, Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, New
METHODS
York.
NEWS-David G. Rogers, libr'n, The New York Herald-Tn'bune, 225 L'eat Fortieth Street, New.
York.
PUBLICATION^- Adelaide C. Kight, assoc. libr'n, Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., 1270 Sixth
Avenue, New York.
WAYSAND MEANS Ruth Savord, libr'n, Council on Foreign Relations, 45 East Sixty-fifth Street,
New York.

-

GROUP CHAIRMEN
CIVIC-SWIAL-Mrs. Lucile L. Keck, libr'n, Joint Reference Library, Drexel Avenue and 58th
Street, Chicago.
COMMERCE
-Carrie Maude Jones, libr'n, National Aseociation of Real Estate Boards, 59 Van Buren
Street, Chicago.
FINANCIAL-Emma M. Boyer, libr'n, National City Bank, Investment Analysis Department,
Cleveland.
INSURANCE-Edith M. Flagg, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 1 Madison Avenue, New
York.
-Nora E. Cordingley, libr'n, Roosevelt Memorial Association, 28 E j s t Twentieth Street,
MUSEUM
New York.
NEWSPAPER
-Alma Jacobus, Iibr'n, Time-Fortune, 135 East Forty-second Street, New York.
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY
Louise Griepenstroh, libr'n, New Jersey Bell Telephone Company, 540
Broad Street, Newark.

-

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
Secretary: Elizabeth Lois Clarke
345 Hudson Street, New York

